Abstract. Surface mount technology is a method of applying lead solder to PCB pads to fix Surface Mount Device (SMD) components on PCBs. SMT facilitates the pickup of the electronic component and accurate placement on PCBs. This paper presents an algorithm that identifies the shortest path from sLa to pLb without stopping before the camera for visual inspection. The simulations verified that the fly motion method reduced the time involved by 16% compared to the stop motion method.
Introduction
Some methods of enhancing SMT include faster component pickup, using a more lightweight gantry for faster travel, faster vacuum breaking during placement, and utilizing easy-to-use equipment [1] [2] .
This study proposes a method of identifying the fastest path for components to be picked up at the feeder and to travel to PCBs for placement under a structure with a fixed gantry speed and acceleration.
Related Work
This study proposes a method of finding the fastest path, when the path is of the (sLaCamera-pLb) type, as shown in Fig. 1 , without stopping before the camera for visual inspection.
The conditions for maximum gantry speed, gantry acceleration, pickup position, camera position and placement position are outlined in Table 1 . 
Components stopped before camera for inspection (Stop-Motion)
Under this method, electronic components are stopped before the camera for inspection before moving to PCBs for placement [3] [4] . The speed at the camera position is 0m/sec in both the X and Y axes. The trajectory of the stop-motion path shows that the time taken to travel from component pickup to the camera is 0.218s. In this case, the x-axis takes a longer time than the y-axis. The time from the camera to placement is 0.168s, with the y-axis takes a longer time than the x-axis. As such, the total travel time is 0.386s.
2.2
Components passed by camera considering distance in X and Y axes (Fly1-Motion)
The time taken to travel from component pickup to the camera is determined by the xaxis, while the y-axis velocity is determined by the distance traveled and time. The time taken to travel from the camera to placement is determined by the y-axis. Since the y-axis velocity at the camera is not zero, this method is less time-consuming than the stop-motion mode, in which components accelerate from 0 at the camera position [5] .
The components take 0.168s when accelerating from 0 to travel 0.2 m, but 0.137 when beginning at a speed of 1.376147m/s. The Fly1-Motion mode shortens the overall time by 0.031s.
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Fly2-Motion Method
The velocity graph of the proposed Fly2-Motion mode is shown in Fig. 2 . This method obtains a higher speed within the given time by moving in the opposite direction. The resulting moving path of the Fly2-Motion mode is given by Fig. 3 . The time taken from pickup to the camera is 0.190s, and the time from the camera to placement is 0.135s, amounting to a total time of 0.325s.
Under the proposed Fly2-Motion mode, the x-axis has a velocity at the camera position, and components decelerate and pass the +0.026m point before returning. The time taken was 0.028 seconds faster with a speed of 190 m/s from pickup to the camera, and 0.002s faster with a speed of 135 m/s from the camera to placement. 
Conclusion and Future Work
This study found that the method of moving to the PCBs without stopping before the camera shortened the overall time by 8% compared to the Stop-Motion mode. The proposed Fly2-Motion method shortened the overall time by 16% compared to the Fly1-Motion mode.
As future work, the proposed method can be applied to surface mount devices to improve CPH. Vibration and heating of the motor are problems that must be addressed.
